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EVERYONE will agree that one of the most grievous  
 faults with which humanity is afflicted, is pride. 

It is a form of madness that makes those affected by it 
mistake one thing for another. One who is proud has 
a great deal to suffer. When we begin to fight down 
our pride, suffering immediately diminishes. The things 
that give us so much pain then become much more 
bearable. If we persevere in that fight against pride, 
such trials finally disappear because we have become 
impervious to their bites. Needless to say, something 
that has no more effect on us has ceased to worry us.

It is pride that, on every hand, brings one up against 
asperities and trouble. It is a by-product of selfishness, 
with which human beings are saturated, while they 
have been made for being altruists. When they display 
other sentiments, there is a deficit in their organism and 
in their minds as well. People always think it is those 
around them who make them suffer. The truth is that 
it is the condition of their heart that makes trouble for 
them when they are proud. So, it is not on their fellow 
men that the blame must fall, but on their own mental-
ity which needs to be changed.

To obtain such a transformation, a new education is 
required. That may only be received at our dear Sav-
iour’s school. There, you can learn to put real love into 
practice, and real love goes hand in hand with humility; 
you also learn to forsake selfishness, which produces 
pride. The more humble you are, the gentler and the 
happier you become. The prouder one is, the more 
wicked, violent and unhappy one also is as a result. 
Those things always go together. Now, our organism 
is not made for violence or wickedness: manifestations 
of that kind destroy it.

The programme that the School of Christ sets us, is 
simply wonderful, but it is not forced on us as an ob-
ligation. The Lord leaves everyone quite free. He al-
lows us full latitude to do what we want. If we live up 
to what he teaches us, this is a very great advantage 
for us. It is not he who benefits from us doing so, but 
we ourselves.

We have a wonderful God to deal with. He is noble, 
kind, and sublime in his humility. His ways are all wis-
dom and, at the same time, all tenderness and affection. 
If we refuse to do things in the way He proposes, He lets 
us have our own experiences. When we confess that we 
have made a mistake, He does not scold or condemn 
us. He comes to our assistance with love to mend the 
breaches we have made. His glorious dispositions are a 

wonderful consolation to us. That urges us, in our turn, 
to acquire those beautiful sentiments.

With mankind at present, nobility is only a pitiful 
parody, a plaster front with everything behind it rotting 
away. At times, the outward appearances are splendid, 
but the things inside are bad. The heart within does 
not come up to the beauty of appearances. No good 
result at all can come from that, and at the final show-
ing, those superficial things inevitably turn out to be 
a disappointment. Contrariwise, a family in whom all 
love one another tenderly, respect one another and 
cultivate beautiful sentiments, is a sanctuary of bless-
ing. An atmosphere of relaxation and peace reigns 
there because each individual has obtained a wonder-
ful education and has practised humility, so that every 
thought emitted and every word uttered, breathes no-
bility and the lofty sentiments that are in the heart. In 
the company of such people, one obtains a delightful 
sense of relaxation and of well-being: one can be car-
ried away with joy and have magnificent impressions. 
That is what can spring from real nobility of the heart. 
Sadly, such families are as rare as the Gold of Ophir.

Besides, it is only in contact with the divine educa-
tion that such an atmosphere is able to develop. That 
glorious mentality can only be obtained when pride 
has been eliminated completely. Pride, indeed, is a 
poisonous flower that grows on the tree of selfishness. 
When we fight down our selfishness and associate in 
the majestic and sublime Work of the Son of God, all 
selflessness and loftiness of soul, the result is admirable.

Once he had paid the Ransom for mankind on the 
Cross, our dear Saviour opened up the High Calling 
for the purpose of shaping the 144,000 members of 
the Little Flock. They are the group of people, men-
tioned in the Holy Scriptures, who associate with our 
dear Saviour in preparing mankind’s Salvation. It is to 
them that the Apostle Paul is speaking when he writes: 
“Therefore, brothers and sisters, in view of God’s mercy, 
I urge you to present your bodies as a living sacrifice, 
holy and acceptable to God, which is your reasonable 
service.” They are the true Church of Christ, which 
till now was a hidden mystery, but must now appear 
to the world as the Revealing of the Sons of God, to-
gether with the Host of the Lord now arising, because 
the time for it has come.

The Host of the Lord is the first fruits, the first ben-
eficiaries, of the Work of Salvation done by our dear 
Saviour and his faithful Church, which has nothing in 

common with the religious denominations that go by 
that name. The Host of the Lord associates wholeheart-
edly in the divine programme. It makes a covenant with 
God over the divine law founded on altruism, love for 
one’s neighbour. That sentiment precludes selfishness, 
one of the offshoots of which is pride. Selfishness is in 
direct contradiction with the divine law which rules 
man’s body and also ought to rule his mind. If they 
will do their best to live up to those divine principles, 
members of the Host of the Lord can now climb back 
towards life, thanks to the prodigious effects of the 
Ransom paid by our dear Saviour and his Church, the 
last members of which are presently still in the flesh 
and are completing their sacrifice.

That which most hideously defiles the heart of man, 
is pride. To be rid of it then, we greatly need the School 
of Christ, now open to all. That splendid education 
gives one joy, health and life, because it places one at 
the benefit of God’s Holy Spirit, which is a life-giving 
spirit. What the Lord requires of his people to bring 
the world to believe, is that they obtain those divine 
sentiments, so that they may demonstrate to mankind 
the wonderful blessing resulting from them, so that all 
may rally to those sentiments for their part. Then they, 
too, will be in a position to receive every advantage 
and every blessing.

The present times are becoming increasingly difficult 
for mankind. They are heading for appalling catastro-
phe, the result of their selfish mentality. They must be 
able to discover real friends in God’s children, friends 
capable of advising them, of comforting them, and of 
illustrating divine ways in a practical way to them, 
and what to do to obtain blessing. For that purpose, of 
course, if we intend to be of those real children of God, 
we cannot be occupied with our own business or our 
personal interests. We must do our very best to obtain 
a perfectly clean heart, to cultivate essentially altruis-
tic sentiments, so that God’s Holy Spirit may have full 
latitude to work in us and make of us the Revealing of 
the Sons of God, for the benefit of suffering humanity.

We need to be able to very highly esteem divine 
ways and the ministry the Lord is allowing us to carry 
out. Then, we shall be able to hasten the Day of man-
kind’s Deliverance, as we are recommended to do by 
the Apostle Peter. It is a question of esteem and of 
appreciation. He who respects the divine programme 
highly enough and is enthusiastic enough about it, 
can be employed in a splendid way by divine grace. 
If there is something we appreciate more highly than 
God’s Work, we are not worthy of his calling. What 
prevents us from appreciating the Almighty and his 
ways above all else, is all the pride we ourselves are 

“Bless those who curse you”

SWITZERLAND, in the 1900s: Had so many  
 generations before him worn down the 

soles of their shoes and tired their hearts by 
climbing the four storeys of granite steps in 
their apartment building? Never till he made 
that discovery had little John been aware that 
others before his father, before his grandfa-
ther and many others even before them, had 
been living there, and that he himself was 
only a link in a long, long chain.

John was five years old. Quite young, it 
would seem, to become aware of mankind’s 
tragic destiny! The abrupt disintegration of 
the juvenile ideas of life he had formed in his 
head, was a painful shock to him.

Spring was gradually covering the large 
nearby mountain with tender green. This 
morning, shimmering with bright sunshine, 
he was watching from a window. From this 
vantage point, overlooking the old town 

square, he contemplated what was going 
on.

In front of the Three Kings Hotel, a horse 
was scraping the cobble stones with an im-
patient hoof while its owner tarried inside, 
quenching his thirst. On a neighbouring 
roof, a flock of chirping sparrows was argu-
ing loudly about family matters, and quite 
close to him, an insect, also awakened by the 
feeling of spring in the air, was buzzing loud- 
ly.

Suddenly, all those noises stopped, and 
from far away, a faint unusual sound reached 
his ear, growing gradually louder through the 
silence that had abruptly enveloped the small 
town. After a short while, the mystery was 
cleared up. A procession coming from the old 
Roman road walked into the square. It was 
headed by a column of men with their hats 
in their hands. After them came some others 
carrying a long box, followed by a crowd of 
people. In their midst were some weeping 

women, whose sobs distressed the heart of 
the little boy who could not understand what 
all this meant.

Mummy explained: “One of our neigh-
bours has died, my dear, and they are going 
to bury him.”

“He has died?”
“Yes dear, of course. Life’s like that. We 

come into the world, new and fragile, and 
full of promise. Then, if Heaven grants it, a 
young man gets married. He will have some 
children, a little happiness and a deal of 
sorrow. Later, in this vale of tears, he knows 
sickness and old age until death gathers him 
in. When that happens, he is carried in a box 
to the cemetery behind the church.”

The little boy’s eyes brim over with tears 
as he is overwhelmed with bitter disappoint-
ment. “So, life won’t go on forever? Is it only 
just long enough to find out that you’ve got to 
leave it all? To never see the Sun again? To 
never listen to the songs of the birds again? 

Is it to one day have to walk behind a box 
containing daddy or mummy?” he asks him- 
self.

Young John, an ardent soul, feels that he 
has come into the world to love and be loved. 
Everything that in any way smacks of grief 
is exceedingly painful to him.

Coming home from school one day, he 
is astonished to perceive an unusual sight. 
From afar, he already had heard the drums, 
and now he sees the marketplace darkened 
by a milling crowd of men branching out 
alarmingly close to his home. When he gets 
closer, he notices that the men are curiously 
dressed up and equipped with tools that they 
manipulate with mechanical gestures.

“That’s the army. War’s broken out!” some 
of his school fellows explain.

But John does not know what the army or 
the war is, and is horrified when his mother 
explains that it is men — men — fighting each 
other. This nightmare vision brings large tears 
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still saturated with, and which we must positively get 
rid of. It is that pride which is forever eclipsing the vi-
sion of the Kingdom, for us. The Almighty is humble; 
his Son is humble. He said: “Learn from me, for I am 
gentle and humble.”

The Holy Scriptures also tell us that humility goes 
before honour, and that pride goes before destruction. 
Our dear Saviour abased himself completely, even to 
death on the Cross, out of love for lost humanity. For 
an equivalent, he was raised from the dead to divine 
nature and immortality, that is to say, to the highest of 
all glories.

Satan, the Adversary, determined to raise himself 
above the Throne of God, with overweening pride. 
Concerning the result of his line of conduct, it is written 
of him: “How you have fallen from Heaven, O Lucifer, 
Son of the Morning!” He defiled his sanctuaries, and 
his mentality degraded. He permitted such sentiments 
to rise in his heart, which will lead him to his final 
destruction. Contrary to that, our Saviour was highly 
exalted and given a name which is above every name, 
so that through all eternity, he will be praised by men 
as their Saviour and Benefactor.

Those two diametrically opposed demonstrations suf-
ficiently show us that the humility resulting from the 
pursuit of altruism, leads to life and blessing, whereas 
pride, the fruit of selfishness, begets woe and de-
struction. Let us therefore follow in our dear Saviour’s 
footsteps, so that the Lord may employ us in well- 
doing and in blessing, and so that we may thus render 
ourselves worthy of eternal life, and in the case of the 
Consecrated, of immortality.

Saved thanks to Wolf
The following is an extraordinarily touching animal 
story written by Frédéric Argelas, who, at the time of 
this event in 1965, was a reporter for the French maga-
zine Détective:

“Help, come quickly!” Wolf [the dog] seemed to say 
to its unbelieving master. Without Wolf’s interven-
tion, three children would have died.

“Wolf, what are you doing here? Go home, right now!”
“What has gotten into it?” said an annoyed Mr Cus 

who stopped to watch his dog, Wolf, a beautiful Ger-
man shepherd.

Mr Cus, his wife and a friend had just left their home in 
the street called Rue de La Varenne, in Melun [a suburb 
of Paris, France]. After dinner, they had put their three 
daughters to bed: Marie-Ange, aged 10; Marie-Pierre, 
aged 8; and Marie-Liesse, aged 5. They left Wolf in 
the garden, telling it to stay. They had quietly gone to 
enjoy a cool evening walk. Less than 15 minutes later, 
Wolf ran barking to them, with a submissive attitude.

The language of a dog

Wolf then began to act strangely. Barking furiously and 
with exposed fangs, it leapt around nearby walkers and 
blocked their way. Angered by Wolf’s disobedience, 
Mr Gus threatened it and, with his outstretched arm, 
showed it to go in the direction of home. That was a 
wasted effort! Wolf began to whimper, crawled to the 
feet of its master, and looked up at him with a begging 
look. Touched by that submission, the walkers began 
to laugh, and Wolf immediately resumed his strange 
and noisy behaviour.

Suddenly, Wolf darted off like an arrow in the direc-
tion of home. It ran a 100 metres and then stood still 
on its outstretched legs. With Wolf’s head turned to its 
master, it waited a few seconds and then ran back to 
him at full speed. The crazy hustle started again. Three 
times, Wolf attempted to leave, but three times, it came 
back. It was then that, weary of the matter, the walkers 
resumed their walk. That obviously did not suit Wolf: 

it jumped up, grabbed the sleeve of Mrs Cus’s friend, 
and then, braced on its stiffened legs, dragged her to-
wards its home.

Mr Cus then realized that his dog was not playing 
and that something was wrong. The dog was behaving 
as though it had suddenly gone crazy or as though it 
was trying to explain something and had found no other 
way to do so than with these strange actions.

Three children in danger

“Maybe there’s something happening at home! I’ll go 
and see,” Mr Cus told the two women.

He started walking towards his house. The dog started 
to run in front of him, sometimes stopping and looking 
to make sure its master was following. Mr Cus took the 
lead. Wolf, from then on, quite certain that it had been 
understood, jumped a few metres ahead. Quickly, they 
arrived in front of the small garden that surrounds their 
house. Looking up, Mr Cus started and couldn’t stop 
yelling. Through the half-open bedroom window of his 
three daughters, heavy clouds of smoke came out. For 
a moment, a flame came out of the window.

The father of the Three Maries, as they are called 
in the neighbourhood, ran into the furnace. Panting, 
coughing, crying and not caring about the flames, 
he managed to pull the three children away from the 
tongues of fire that were crawling towards them. Out-
side, Wolf, when it saw them in the arms of his master, 
began a kind of victory dance punctuated with joyful 
barking, jumps, twists, leaps and licks.

A few years earlier, Wolf had accidentally bumped 
into the Cus family. The dog had been brought back 
from Algeria by a friend of Mr Cus. One day, the friend 
told Mr Cus about his intention to get rid of the dog 
because it was too big for his little apartment. He had in 
vain tried to give it to some acquaintances, and so, with 
a heavy heart, he had decided to have it put to sleep. 
Mr Cus was impressed by the dog: it was beautiful and 
affectionate. After some hesitation, Mr Cus decided to 
adopt the animal. Without knowing it, on that day, Mr 
Cus had just saved his children’s lives!

And so, through the presence of mind, intuition or 
intelligence, call it what you like, of a dog, a tragedy 
had been averted.

Zoologists say that dogs are only the fifth or sixth 
most intelligent animal. And yet how many people in 
such dramatic conditions would have screamed in terror 
and passively suffered their fate? Doubtless, too many.

For his part, Wolf could instantly understand the 
connection between the fire, the absence of its master 
and the danger that the little girls were in. In view of 
those three facts, it made the only possible decision and 
acted accordingly. If that is not intelligence, it looks a 
lot like it.

What is remarkable in the case of Wolf, is that this 
dog had never been trained...

Although similar cases have already been reported 
many times in the media, isn’t it touching to read about 
this one and to go through the experience of this family 
on that dramatic evening when, without the timely in-
tervention of their dog, the parents would have returned 
from their walk and not only found their destroyed 
home, but also the charred bodies of their little girls! 
Despite the years since then, it is quite certain that this 
particular event has not faded from the memory of any 
of the family members and that the memory of Wolf, 
long dead, is not forgotten either. We can be sure that 
in the family photo album, there is a special place for 
the photo that illustrates the above report and shows 
us the beautiful, intelligent and friendly head of the 
“hero”, which is being patted by the Three Maries, the 
smiling and pretty little girls.

What more can be said than what the reporter in the 
Détective magazine writes, except that they are poign-
ant scenes that move the heart of people sensitive to 
good and that reveal to them the wonderful qualities 

that can be expressed by “inferior creatures”! Inferior 
perhaps in some ways, but often superior in their loyalty 
and selflessness. If Wolf had not insisted by imploring 
its master and seeing him angry at itself due to a lack 
of understanding, what would have happened? The fire 
would have continued, caused an irreversible disaster 
in this family, and made the parents collapse with pain.

The report further touches us when we read how Wolf, 
a few years earlier, had escaped a lethal injection when 
it was adopted by Mr Cus. Even then, Providence had 
been watching over that house.

Epigenetics:
the medicine of the future?
From the French publication La lettre experte on the 
29th of May 2018, we quote the following report that 
deals with “epigenetics”, which is “a study of activity 
of a gene” (a unit of hereditary information in a cell), 
and which is a promising new area of medicine. Its 
author, Mr Carol Fouché, is very optimistic:

Epigenetics: 
the end of “medications for everything”?

I am convinced that the discovery of epigenetics will 
bring great hope, especially the hope that science, 
conscience and humanism will one day be reconciled.

It all began in the year 1990 when the United States 
(US) decided to map all the human chromosomes [tiny 
threadlike information structures found in cells] to find 
all the genes [the genome] and what they are used for 
[the Human Genome Project], or scientifically said: “to 
sequence the human genome”. It was a colossal job that 
took 13 years and cost 3 billion US dollars. When that 
gigantic work was completed in 2003, the researchers 
were rather disappointed: according to their observa-
tions, 85% of our genes had no functions!

So, they called those apparently useless genes “Junk 
DNA”, believing that they were just the remains of mil-
lions of years of evolution. That was a huge mistake, 
one of those mistakes that will be recorded in the his-
tory of science. Five Nobel Prize Winners later, it was 
discovered that those genes were an “extraordinary 
adaption system”.

Those 25,000 permanently available genes are much 
more important for our survival than the 15% of genes 
that carry our hereditary traits. That is how a new sci-
ence has developed, and because it is more important 
than classical genetics, it has been called “epigenetics”, 
which means “above classical genetics”.

Up till now, it has not been widely spoken about, 
because it overthrows the foundations and dogmas of 
classical medicine, and that is very uncomfortable. For 
example, it clearly shows the results of the misuse of 
medications. It shows that each of us has an extraor-
dinary self-healing system, which gives conventional 
medicine a slightly more modest place and pushes us 
to return to a more “human medicine” in which we take 
time with our patients and give them a lot of attention. …

First of all, what is it?

Science had explained that we are programmed for our 
entire lives by our genetic inheritance.

It turns out that it is actually a lot more nuanced than 
that! That is the great surprise of epigenetics.

Very simply, 25,000 genes constantly adapt us to our 
environment. …

We now know that everything, absolutely everything, 
influences and modifies 85% of our genes: food, pollu-
tion, lifestyle, the tone of our voice, music, morale and 
even each of our thoughts! …

Those genes can have only 2 states: on or off. We 
also say “activated” or “inhibited”.

The mechanism of activation (ignition) or inhibition 
(extinction) of a gene, is biochemically very simple 

to his eyes. Mother attempts to set his mind 
at rest: “We are a neutral country, and the 
army is merely there to defend it.”

At school, they study the history of the hu-
man race, and he is astounded and grieved 
to learn that men have always hated one an-
other and waged war on one another. There 
have even been holy wars with prayers said 
over the guns! There is revolt in his heart, 
something he is unable to define. But when 
the priest assures his hearers that a soldier 
killed in war goes straight to Heaven, John, 
with forethought, stays away from this teach-
ing which outrages his conscience. “What! 
The one great offence against one’s fellows 
that is past mending, is to be rewarded in 
Heaven!” he thinks.

John cannot find it in him to agree with 
the justice of that god made in the likeness 
of men. He is 14, and from now on, while 
church services are on, he goes to the station 
to watch the trains, or he sits on a bench in 

the Sun, looking with wonder at the swift 
flight of the swallows in the blue sky.

To make his own task easier, the school-
master charges the older boys to keep a watch 
over the younger ones at break time. Each in 
turn has to make a report on the behaviour of 
the rest of the children. John cannot agree to 
do such a thing, he feels he would be defil-
ing himself. It goes against his nature. The 
next day, he is sharply questioned: “Stand 
up. What about your work?”

“Well sir, I try to do it conscientiously, but 
I come to school to learn and not to oversee 
the others.”

The schoolmaster — somewhat addicted to 
drink, and hasty in temper — has an impulse 
to hit him. It is a habit with him. But John is 
a sturdy lad, and his unshaken demeanour 
and the inkstand he holds in his hand, are 
a sufficient deterrent to ward off the attack.

From that day forward, he falls back to 
twelfth place in the class, only to leave it a 

few months later to learn a trade with his 
brother who is the local shoemaker.

When John finishes his apprenticeship, 
the world is in the grip of an economic crisis, 
and unemployment and all the other ills that 
go with it. The human race, torn asunder by 
the First World War, is painfully rising out 
of the aftermath of that terrible and useless 
slaughter. Injustices, exactions and all the 
horrors perpetrated, have given rise to strong 
ideological currents.

There is Karl Marx’s philosophy, which 
has the appearance of providing society with 
the solution to all its problems. There is also 
Darwin’s Theory of Evolution, which offers 
would-be scientific speculation a new outlet.

John, who is looking for truth, takes a look 
at everything. But to admit that wonderful 
Creation is the result of thousands of millions 
of chances, taking place in the course of thou-
sands of millions of years, is a step that his 
intelligence forbids him to take. Indeed, it is 

neither from the east nor from the west, that 
help is going to come to him. After working 
for two years with a surveyor, he returns to 
his own trade and sets up a workshop, and it 
is his brother’s turn to be one of his workmen.

One morning, a limping young man who 
painfully climbed up the single step into his 
workshop, would have surprised him less 
if had he come for the special shoe that his 
condition required.

What astonishment he felt for that young 
man who, for the sake of sharing his hopes 
with others, did not hesitate to suffer pain, 
mockery and unkindness!

His whole expression radiates the joy he 
owes to putting the Universal Law into prac-
tice, which he is making known with the 
precious book The Message to Humanity (the 
Book of Remembrance).

John’s brother, who is bitter and revolted, 
rebuffs him rudely: “This affair of yours is 
nothing but another swindle.”
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(simple methylation or acetylation) and nowadays very 
easy to observe. To help you understand, this is what is 
happening: epigenetic changes are like little “labels” 
that tell the cellular machinery which genes should be 
used or, conversely, ignored. …

For some scientists, despite the evidence, it remains 
difficult to admit that a thought or a belief modifies all 
of our biochemistry. However, meditation, prayer and 
some rituals have been very thoroughly genetically 
studied.

We have thus proven that they greatly strengthen our 
immune system and our resistance to stress and even 
lengthen our lifespan by slowing down the decrease 
in our “telomeres”[tiny structures at the ends of chro-
mosomes], which program the number of divisions and 
therefore the death of our cells.

There are increasing studies on the effects of our 
thoughts and our behaviour
Our biochemical machinery changes significantly under 
the influence of these genes, depending on whether 
we are optimistic or pessimistic, happy or unhappy, 
determined or depressed, or many other emotional 
states. That means, on closer examination, that we are 
personally largely able to change our own health. …

Epigenetics allows you to re-explore things that are 
known, but still poorly understood
For example, it has now been shown that tobacco 
changes hundreds of our genes by weakening our im-
mune system and activating many genes that unfor-
tunately encourage cancer. In cancer research, there 
are of course numerous studies. … Many studies have 
shown that our morale can activate hundreds of “anti-
cancer” genes. …

We can change the expression of our genes and 
achieve better control over our health
Each of our thoughts spreads like an electromagnetic 
wave throughout our body, probably through our con-
nective tissue (made conductive by silicon), and affects 
our immune system and our hormones. That proves the 
importance of our habits and our lifestyle, on our health.

It is not all black and white. Our body is incredibly 
complex. Life is a real miracle and daily depends on an 
almost unimaginably sophisticated regulatory system. 
Just think that is necessary to constantly harmonize the 
functions and interactions of 10 trillion cells, according 
to the organ in which they are located!

Not to mention the complex links with our billions of 
good intestinal bacteria. They are almost unimaginable 
numbers that correspond to the total number of stars in 
the Universe! We must therefore remain modest.

Stress: a good example for understanding the full 
importance of epigenetics
Stress is not necessarily easy to define, because every-
thing, absolutely everything, puts the body in a defen-
sive position. It therefore begins with the attack of a 
ferocious animal as much as the sight of a threatening 
weapon or when summoned to a director’s office. Epige-
netics therefore brings greater clarity about the damage 
actually caused by stress. We don’t pay enough atten-
tion to it yet, but we now know that any source of active 
stress immediately activates certain genes that release 
defensive or survival hormones into our blood or tissues: 
especially cortisol and adrenaline. Those hormones are 
valuable for a few moments because they enable our 
“fight or flight” reaction. However, they become very 
toxic when they stay in our tissues and organs perma-
nently. The problem is that our brain doesn’t know the 
difference between real and imaginary danger. It has 
been proven that our negative thoughts activate the 
stress genes as effectively as a real threat. …

Let us turn on our “antistress” gene
This will surprise some people, but to activate those 
genes that are so beneficial for our balance, simple 

things are enough, which have been known since the 
dawn of time. Those common-sense practices, which 
were previously popular belief, have now been demon-
strated and confirmed by science. For example, laugh-
ing out loud immediately activates 20 antistress genes. 
“Laughter yoga” is therefore far from being fanciful. 
Also, the benefits of contemplating while feeling the 
heat of a wood fire, or of singing with friends, enable 
the immediate activity of some beneficial genes against 
stress. However, that effect is not always very long last-
ing. Researchers are therefore trying to identify what 
could produce more long-lasting effects. They found 2 
major epigenetic health foundations that fully support 
what we have been presenting for 20 years in our let-
ters and mottoes: wisdom and tradition.

The first foundation is our belief system. It can be 
simplified as our idea of life and the relative optimism 
or pessimism that we develop in it. Depending on the 
ratio between our positive and negative thoughts, we 
activate or inhibit several thousand genes that have 
increasingly better identified effects on our internal 
character and therefore on our general attitude towards 
various situations in life.

In the group of genes that are stimulated by posi-
tive thoughts, there are many that clearly increase our 
immunity and that determine our resistance to cancer 
(also called the “anticancer genes”).

That confirms that we already do a lot for our health 
by giving more attention to positive things, things that 
give us joy and do us good, by us cultivating them. That 
is the basis of a truly preventative medicine. …

The second foundation is our social structure. It has 
now been scientifically proven that a smile or a simple 
warm greeting, activates some of our genes that protect 
us. It is therefore possible to do a lot of good around 
oneself by simply opening oneself to others. Relation-
ships with other people are furthermore absolutely 
essential for mental balance. The more affectionate or 
warm those relationships are, the more our epigenetic 
protection system is activated. Perhaps you did not know 
it, but a good meeting with friends changes our epig-
enome [many chemicals that tell the genes what to do]. 

We can even go further, because we also scientifically 
know that we activate the beneficial genes by serving 
others. I do not know what you think about that, but I 
find it deeply comforting and encouraging that science 
has finally attached itself to what we all instinctively feel.

If we understand the importance of that aspect of our 
biology, we become more aware and increasingly more 
attentive to the way we live, eat, go through trials and 
help those around us.

The consequences of the development of epigenetics, 
are in fact considerable. There are numerous current 
studies, and many of them promise great progress in 
a relatively short time. …

Philosophically, in the last few years, we have come a 
long way from the belief that “our health is foreseeable 
because everything is written in our genes from birth”, 
to the fact that our health is not foreseeable — with the 
few rare exceptions of real genetic diseases — and that 
a lot depends on us and our environment.

I do not want to dwell on the subject, but research-
ers are even discovering the disastrous side effects of 
many major medications on our genes. The side effects 
are long lasting, even after treatment is stopped. …

In our view, that marks the end of “20th-century 
medicine” in which body and mind are separate. “21st-
century medicine” will have no other choice than to treat 
the individual as a whole. Let us note, in all simplicity 
and humility, that that is what Chinese and Ayurvedic 
[Indian] medicine, among others, have been doing for 
thousands of years. …

We rejoice with the author of that report, that science 
has finally recognized, despite a great delay, how im-
portant the mind is for the body. But we ask ourselves 
how science will receive those revelations? When it 

comes to medications, there are so many interests at 
stake. Are we really ready to unify science, conscience 
and humanism?

To “sequence the human genome” certainly is no 
small matter. Observation, experience and study were 
necessary to achieve that goal. To a certain degree, the 
human body has revealed its secrets. We are therefore 
not at the end of our discoveries, and the more that 
scholars examine things with their instruments for 
measurement and observation, the more they will un-
lock their secrets. That applies to the incredibly small 
and the infinitely large. But one must have the ability 
to explain the things that one observes.

We are not surprised by all that. The influence of the 
mind, or the thoughts, on the human body is actually 
only the first step to the knowledge that it is not only 
our mental state, but also our spirituality that influences 
our health. Before we continue, let us ask the follow-
ing question: “Instead of examining things, why don’t 
we go to the One Who created them?” Otherwise said: 
“Instead of researching a creation or a creature, why 
don’t we ask its Creator?”

That would naturally require faith, and we would 
certainly have access to true knowledge, not to that 
which comes from humans, but to that which comes 
from God.

When we understand the beneficial influences from 
laughing, from a wood fire, from singing together and 
from helping each other, then we must admit that they 
are only small compared to the teachings of the Gos-
pel, which require us to love others, even enemies, to 
forgive and to return good for bad, and for a certain 
class of people, to justify the guilty and to even give 
their own lives for them. They are the true foundations 
of life. Apostle John tells us: “We know that we have 
passed from death to life, because we love the brothers 
and sisters [each other].” 1 John 3: 14.

All those sentiments not only benefit our body, but 
also our fellow people, and furthermore, bring us into 
contact with the Almighty, the Source of Life. Because 
it is not enough to know what is beneficial for our 
genes, we should also have communion with the Lord 
God through our sentiments, so that our life can con-
tinue. That is a further surprise waiting for our scholars: 
humankind is destined for eternal life, but that is only 
possible by entering the School of Christ and becom-
ing a benefactor of one’s fellow people. If humankind 
wanted to discover that “science of life”, it might take 
centuries and might not even be attained. It is our dear 
Saviour who makes that miracle possible, thanks to his 
Sacrifice on the Cross for our benefit. By sacrificing 
himself, he redeemed all humankind and introduces 
the Restoration of All Things, in which everyone will 
live in happiness without end.

Live or survive?
We asked ourselves that question when we read the 
following article, which was published in the Belgian 
magazine En Marche No. 1592 on the 5th of October 
2017, which talks a lot about “resisting”, and whose 
text we quote in its entirety:

“Private resistances”
Modern times are like a “whirlwind”. Everything is 
constantly changing, and everything seems possible. 
Sometimes it is fascinating. But sometimes it is re-
pulsive and even destructive. To live in these times, 
and to have an influence on the world, a person 
must cultivate internal strength.
That is not a bad proposal. It comes from the Belgian 
philosopher Pascal Chabot. It is usually described as 
narcissism or self-centredness when one focuses things 
on oneself. But here, that plea for self-preoccupation 
is not a matter of withdrawing. It is actually a path to 
others, a path to opening. That writer speaks about 

John, who is watching, perceives a shadow 
of sorrow on the evangelist’s face, and this 
more than anything else makes up his mind 
for him: “I can see you are sincere. I will take 
your Message to Humanity, and I promise 
you, I shall read it.”

He has to wait two years before he once 
again sets eyes on the pleasant profile of 
God’s traveller, coming up the step into his 
workshop.

Since the first visit, John has read and 
often reread those pages of truth, the seeds 
of which have fallen into good ground. He 
is still ignorant of the fact that the starting 
signal for setting up the New Earth has al-
ready been given, and that in every area, the 
trumpet of the Angel of the Lord, is calling 
together all those who hunger and thirst for 
righteousness, to the Great Banquet.

That very evening, he goes to a meeting 
in response to the invitation given to him, 
because he has only been waiting for the 

signal to get going. Those who responded 
to the invitation do not make a crowd, be-
cause, according to the Parable of the Great 
Banquet, excuses are made: the first person 
bought some land…; the second person is 
keenly interested in their oxen (or tractor)…; 
and the third person has just got married and 
therefore cannot come.

To the great joy of his heart, that evening, 
John is able to take in his fill of the words of 
grace that God’s Faithful and Wise Servant 
delivers at the proper time for calling together 
the people of goodwill.

“It is the truth, the whole truth, and noth-
ing but the truth!” he says to Celina, his 
wife. But then comes the second part of that 
parable: “Go out quickly into the streets and 
alleys of the city, and bring in the poor, the 
crippled, the blind and the lame. … Go out 
to the highways and the country lanes, and 
compel people to come in, so that my house 
will be full.”

John neglects no opportunity, in his fam-
ily and among all and sundry, to spread The 
Message to Humanity, which has changed 
his life. Nobody leaves his shop in ignorance 
of his opinions and without a Monitor of the 
Reign of Justice.

Alas, too many of the poor, the crippled, 
the blind and the lame, will not hear a word 
about the poverty of their souls, the infirmi-
ties of their characters, or about their spiritual 
blindness, their inability to walk by faith.

It is in his immediate environment that John 
meets with the greatest hostility. In it, these 
other words of our Lord are also fulfilled, 
which no longer sound strange to either him 
or his wife: “Do you think that I have come 
to bring peace to the Earth? I tell you, no, 
but rather division. From now on, five in one 
house will be divided against each other: 
three against two, and two against three.”

Thus, they both have the opportunity to 
exercise their characters in all the sentiments 

of real love. It is not always an easy matter in 
the painful atmosphere that pervades these 
conditions. The opposition is there: at times, 
it is subtle, insidious and sly — and at other 
times, it is sharp, aggressive and blunt.

Being delicate in health, for his health has 
been undermined by a diet not at all of their 
own choosing, John collapses one day. Three 
successive and sudden attacks of uraemia 
would appear to leave no hope of recovery. 
However, he gets over them and seizes this 
pretext for following a way of life more in 
accordance with his convictions of what is 
natural. Almost immediately, three more 
sudden attacks take him to the edge of the 
grave. John and Celina have no fear in their 
hearts, and they place their fate unreservedly 
in the hands of Him Who promised: “I am the 
LORD, Who heals you.”

All the people around them are immedi-
ately up in arms. For John and Celina, there 
follow months of experience in matters of 
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“private resistances” and invites us to look inside our-
selves to see what is happening there in an area where 
there are no dictated laws and where it is not a matter 
of “working” like good soldiers have to in the world. It 
is an area that “depends on us” in a time when money 
means power, when energy questions dominate the 
world, and when emotions govern actions.

With the body and the senses

Going deeply into oneself…would firstly be a sensual 
exercise. “One perceives life through one’s skin, eyes 
and taste. One experiences various contacts through 
hearing noises in the world, in the meaning of words 
and in the tone of voices (…) Every life is defined by 
moments, encounters, and states of mind, in which 
reality was attractive and charming.” The taste for life 
defines us, says another philosopher. It points out what 
is really important to us.

In an open space and time

Going deeply into oneself also means to be aware of all 
the various aspects of one’s past, through the different 
times we have lived. Existence is in fact something other 
than a succession of continuous time slots. “Nothing 
is ever finished,” also says Pascal Chabot. “Childhood 
is never completely finished, because memory revisits 
and transforms it. Such an old connection cannot be 
considered dead forever or extinguished if it still lives, 
even if it is fuzzy or lost in memories. Our identity exists 
through our memories.” Regarding our brain, everything 
is relatively turbulent, according to that philosopher. 
Because we move from a memory to a project, to the 
rewriting of another memory, etc. The present, the past 
and the future are interwoven with each other.

Furthermore, our memory goes beyond our individual 
experiences and leans on humankind’s memory. “An-
cient times continue to live today in the form of memo-
ries, stories and references.” We are the contemporaries 
of more than the moment or the time we live in.

On a mobile basis

Another framework of existence: balance. Of course, 
our modern times appreciate extremes, excesses, shifts, 
innovations, etc. In short, imbalances. For this writer 

[me], they cannot exist without the opposite, which is 
balance. Could we perhaps give a little more value to 
the art of careful thought? Could we cultivate it like 
walking on a tightrope?

They are impressions, questions and realizations that 
could lead us to be more involved in our destinies. In 
addition, “depends on us” does not mean “what is 
happening within us”, but rather “the strength that 
we ‘radiate’”. Pascal Chabot also sees that as a “fun-
damental energy that is capable of radiating” and that 
“communicates a little of that taste of life, of that bal-
ance, and of the feeling of an immeasurable infinity that 
correctly puts into perspective the pride of a civiliza-
tion that forgets the most important things”. The call 
is made for an internal change. Will it help us to resist 
the whirlwind and to give it a meaning? One who tries 
is not in danger. Even if one thing is certain, the path 
will be quite difficult and tricky. It is not comparable 
with quantifiable efficiency that we are used to seeing.

The considerations of the writers of those lines, are 
interesting. It is true that we live in a society that is 
hostile, that attacks us in many ways, that invites us 
to act much more than to think, consider and ponder, 
and that has immediate demands rather than calmness. 
That is why Pascal Chabot invites people to concentrate 
on themselves and to go deeply within themselves in 
order to defend themselves against the aggression that 
we could suffer from our environment. He even talks 
about “private resistances”.

But does “resist” mean “living”? Is that the solution? 
Because one cannot resist for a long time. Resistance 
wears us out. To simply talk about resistance means 
that we are living in a world that is hostile to us and 
that attacks us. Do we therefore have to spend all our 
life adapting to a society that does not correspond to 
our personality? That harms our health? To a world that 
we were not made for? Is there nothing else? Should 
we not change the world, rather than give up and put 
up with inappropriate living conditions?

It is interesting to ask people that question and see 
their reaction. Very few people are content with their 
situation. Some people more or less deal with it. Oth-
ers want to be positive and look on the bright side of 

things, which does not solve problems, but only helps 
to manage them. While others rebel.

But what will we find when we concentrate on our-
selves, if not unanswered questions? Who are we? 
Where do we come from? Why are we on Earth? What 
role do we have to fulfil towards our fellow people and 
our environment? There are so many problems that 
remain without solutions as long as we do not turn to 
our Creator, the Almighty God.

Because that is the big gap in our reasoning that 
prevents us from finding the peace and serenity that 
our body urgently needs. In fact, the world we live in 
is not adapted to our needs. But it will not always re-
main so. It was the appearance of sin on Earth that led 
humankind to the current situation. But the Almighty 
brought the solution to that immense problem by giv-
ing his Son as the Ransom in order to free us from sin 
and its resulting condemnation: death.

The world that we know is that of God’s Adversary: 
Satan, who wanted to raise himself above God and to 
rule instead of serve (Isaiah 14: 14). And what we feel, 
without being able to define it, is, for most of us, the 
break in communion with God, which should be the 
share of humankind. Our dear Saviour spoke about 
that constant contact when he answered the Adver-
sary who wanted to tempt him in the wilderness: “Man 
shall not live on bread alone, but on every word that 
comes from the mouth of God” (Matthew 4: 4). That 
relationship of a creation to its Creator, is indispensa-
ble for us, but we lost our condition of children of God, 
through the sin of our first parents in the Garden of 
Eden.

To pay our Ransom, our dear Saviour came to Earth, 
and thanks to his Sacrifice, we can hope to regain 
contact with our heavenly Father. That will happen for 
all people in the coming Kingdom of God, which is in 
preparation and shall be the consolation for all.

That shows that it is not enough to go into oneself. 
That is only a start for recognizing our situation as 
sinners, as condemned people, and it must absolutely 
lead to faith in Jesus Christ and to the change of our 
character at his school, in order to make us children of 
God who are worthy of eternal life, which is our destiny.    

faith. Without savings and without insurance, 
they live through nine months without the 
possibility of working, yet they never need 
to ask for help from anybody.

Some customers who have owed John 
money for years, come of their own accord 
to settle up.

It was through the last sudden attack, the 
one that looked to be fatal, that his faith in the 
Truth was fully established. The circumstanc-
es are then favourable for heart-searching, 
and for this purpose, John asks in prayer for 
assistance from above: “Show me, O Lord, 
what the cause of this trouble is.”

The answer comes to him immediately with 
clarity and exactitude: “What is there in your 
heart towards those who oppose you?”

That very discreet probe is sufficient for 
John, who suddenly sees himself as he is. He 
has no good feelings for his antagonists and 
cannot lay any claim to the grace which would 
relieve him. Immediately, he seeks to make 
amends, and in prayer, profound and sincere, 
he intercedes for them. It is at that moment 
that the miracle works on his behalf, the very 
natural miracle when the spirit is willing. The 
deep serenity which then sweeps over him is 
accompanied by an assurance which does not 
deceive him. This is the victory of life. The 
calculations which were only waiting for the 
“go” signal, become gradually unobstructed 
owing to the effects of that influence. It takes 
many long weeks after that, but he gets over 
it, being the sole survivor of many who, with 
him, have suffered from that disease.

Faced with the evidence, the people around 
him recognize that, in all this, there is some-
thing more than luck, and from now on, they 
feel bound to respect his convictions.

His testimony bears fruit, and in his town, 
he reaches the heart of several of the meek 
who rally to the cause of the Kingdom of 
God. This, of course, makes the parish priest 
uneasy. From the pulpit, he puts his flock on 
their guard against false prophets and particu-
larly against a certain heretical shoemaker.

On a certain late autumn morning, the night 
mist has deposited a film of moisture on the 
surface of the road, and the dawn frost has 
turned it into a skating rink. Having made 
a fire in the stove of his workshop, which is 
his routine, John then opens the front door 
and pulls up the steel blind, which, from the 
effect of the cold, squeaks louder than usual. 
Then, as chance would have it, the noise he is 
making mingles with the clatter of a skidding 

bicycle, whose owner lands in the middle of 
the road, hardly more than a few metres from 
John’s front door.

Coincidentally, it is the parish priest, who, 
with loud speeches, has been warning his 
church members about the shoemaker.

John rushes to his assistance, helps him 
to get up, and very naturally invites him in: 
“Come into my warm shop, and let me make 
you a cup of tea. It will do you good.” All this 
he says as he picks up the fallen bicycle. The 
ice is all that is broken, for neither the priest 
nor his bicycle was hurt. The priest has got 
off with a fright and a lesson which he has 
undoubtedly taken to heart, because now, if 
anyone ventures to criticize the shoemaker, 
the priest is inclined to defend him.

Thanks to the Truth, which they are putting 
into practice, John and his wife, with increas-
ing confidence in the superior power of good, 
are obtaining a great number of very happy 
experiences. Never at all have they been 
disappointed in the faith they have placed 
in the divine promises.

Every day, John revels in the thought of 
the Kingdom of peace, in which the nations 
shall no longer lift swords against each other, 
where they shall no longer learn to make war, 
and where guns shall be turned into plough-
shares. He is consoled by the thought that 
the grave shall give up all its victims, and 
that nowhere on the Lord’s “holy mountain” 
(Earth) shall any hurt or damage be done.

News in brief
of the Reign of Justice
We gratefully remember that 100 years ago, 
in 1920, the book The Divine Revelation was 
published. It was the fruit of the consecration 
of God’s Faithful and Wise Servant of our time, 
who could receive that volume because he 
watched and prayed.

In the midst of the confusion of the Church 
of Laodicea, the Faithful and Wise Servant 
brought his message. He showed us the 
true meaning of the Lord’s Second Coming, 
by explaining that the Master was always 
there for his true Church, according to the 
promise that he had made to his Disciples 
before he left them at the end of his earthly 
ministry: “Behold, I am with you every day, 
to the end of the age” (Matthew 28: 20). It 
is only for the world that the Lord has to re-
veal himself and “be glorified in his saints 
and be admired in all those who believe”, 

according to the expression of Apostle Paul 
(2 Thessalonians 1: 10). The true Church 
was always capable of recognizing the pres-
ence of its Master. The fact that the Church 
of Laodicea had the wish to meet the Lord, 
is a proof that consecration was no longer 
lived.

It therefore needed a particular element, 
which faithfully fulfilled the conditions, to 
become a true Disciple of Christ. Those condi-
tions are the renouncement (denial) of oneself 
and of the Earth, as well as the devotion of 
one’s life in service to the Lord and to one’s 
fellow people. Because the Faithful and Wise 
Servant fulfilled those conditions, his Master 
could entrust his message to him. That is how 
The Divine Revelation was published, which 
is a true unveiling for faithful children of God 
of this time. The Truth was again placed on 
the candlestick. The necessity of consecrating 
oneself, not only in theory, but in practice, was 
emphasized (Romans 12: 1). Some people left 
the Church of Laodicea, and recognized, in 
the person of F.L.A. Freytag, the Faithful and 
Wise Servant (the Lord’s Messenger), whom 
the Lord Jesus himself announced in Matthew 
24: 45. But most people remained attached 
to their religious ideas. A while later, the 
Faithful and Wise Servant had to say: “The 
Church of Laodicea has all the characteristics 
of a religious denomination.”

In the preface of The Divine Revelation, 
the dear Messenger writes: “The harmony 
of this book is not due to the wisdom of the 
instrument who has written it, for the true sci-
ence and the divine wisdom which presided 
at its elaboration must not be attributed to a 
man, it would be giving him too much hon-
our.” The Divine Revelation is a comfort and 
a powerful, sure and true guide for all the 
faithful Consecrated (the true Church) of our 
time. It is the message of sanctification (holi-
ness), without which, no one will see the Lord 
(Hebrews 12: 14). This message reveals, for 
the first time and in a comprehensive man-
ner, the hidden mystery of all times, which 
is, the history of the Little Flock (the true 
Church, the faithful Consecrated). All the 
144,000 members of the Little Flock follow 
their Master. They learn to love as he loved; 
they seek to serve their fellow people; they 
give their lives. They practise returning good 
for evil, loving their enemies, blessing those 
who curse them, and praying for those who 
persecute them. They learn to forgive. That 
is how the whole Christ — who consists of 

Jesus (who is its glorious Head) and of the true 
Church (who are the members of its Body) — 
forms the Sacrifice that assures all humanity 
of the great awakening from the grave on 
that blessed Day that is around the corner.

The Faithful and Wise Servant is compared, 
by the Prophet Isaiah (in chapter 28, verse 
2), to a powerful and strong man and to a 
hailstorm and a destructive wind, because, 
through his writings and his line of conduct, 
he overthrows all the false teachings by show-
ing that God is friendly, is Love and punishes 
no one, but that humankind punishes itself 
by reaping what it has sown. He especially 
shows that the Lord does not come to pun-
ish, but to bless.

Today, we benefit from the zealous conse-
cration of the Faithful and Wise Servant. That 
is why we want to appreciate and honour 
him by following his tracks with complete re-
nouncement (denial) of ourselves, by putting 
the flesh to death, and by living according to 
the Spirit. That is the best way to honour him.

Let us learn from the lesson that is given 
through the example of the Church of Laodi-
cea, which became lukewarm. Lukewarmness 
is the Adversary’s favourite weapon. Let us 
therefore not fall asleep through the comforts 
of life, of well-being or of abundance, but let 
us redouble our zeal and our ardour in the 
ministry in order to obtain real faith and to 
receive the Master’s approval. Let us follow 
the advice of the dear Messenger in the “Final 
thoughts” of that book: “Dear friends, share 
in the Work of the Lord to make known all 
these wonderful things, so that the blessing 
may accompany you, and so that the Lord 
may say to you one day: ‘Well done, good 
and faithful servant! … Enter into the joy of 
your lord.’” Matthew 25: 21.

,
We list here the dates of our general and 

regional meetings, which we more than ever 
submit to the will of our Master, which we 
want to accept in faith and trust: Turin (in 
Italy), from the 25th to the 27th of July; Wart 
Castle (in German-speaking Switzerland), on 
the 16th of August; Lyon (in France), from 
the 19th to the 21st of September; Sternberg 
Castle (in Germany), on the 10th and the 11th 
of October; and Mexico City, on the 19th and 
the 20th of December.
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